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Simply better cared for.
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Developed by experts.
For professionals.
MoDu® for care institutions. 
Reduction in personnel costs.
Showering in bed is much faster with just one 
carer and without travel times. You save 
yourself the laborious and risky mobilization of 
patients for showering and cleaning the 
bathroom and shower bed. 

Prevention of work-related illnesses.
With MoDu®, constant physical strain is 
massively reduced - no lifting, pulling or 
maneuvering of shower loungers / chairs and 
patients. And that means more quality of care 
in less time. The location-independent care 
system enables showering directly in the 
hospital bed, of course according to clinical 
hygiene requirements. A simple cleaning and 
hygiene concept as well as a wide range of 
reprocessing options for the system and the 
shower tray make daily use easier.

One cable. Two hoses. Infinitely simple.
MoDu® does not require any special 
infrastructure. A socket and hot water pipe are 
sufficient. Fill the water tank, prepare the 
shower tray and you're ready to go.

Adapts.
Thanks to MoDu®, no further modifications are 
necessary in your living area. MoDu® can be 
used as required or as a temporary solution 
without turning your home into a noisy 
construction site.

Cost under control.
You can purchase MoDu® for permanent use 
or rent it cost-effectively for temporary use - 
depending on your needs.

More quality of life for nursing 
staff and patients. contact
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Menu navigation 
available in 
many languages!

Caregiver's best 
friend.
MoDu® is mobile when 
your patients are not.
With MoDu®, patients can be showered in 
their own care bed. Unsafe transfers with 
shower beds and shower chairs to the 
bathroom are a thing of the past.

MoDu® protects you and your patients.
Maneuvering bulky shower trolleys 
increases the risk of injuries and long-term 
consequences for caregivers. With MoDu® 
you can shower patients safely - directly in 
their own hospital bed.

How to take a shower. Only better.
Showering with a real hand shower is an 
incomparable feeling that you can 
comfortably give your patients with 
MoDu®. Washing hair is also easy and 
problem-free thanks to MoDu®.
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